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ABSTRACT

In thís paper we [ry to asses ttie síze of the elasticity of intertemporal

substitution (EIS) and to explain why very different results are obtained using

aggregate and micro data. We use two overlapping generations models to establish

that estímates of the EIS based on aggregate data are downward biased due to

the presence of cohort effects and productívity growth.

These predictions are confirmed by our empirical results. Our estimate of

the EIS using average cohort data is just above unity and is reasonably well

determined. The estímates we get using different measures of eggregate data

(either from National Account statistics or average Survey data) are instead

consistently lower.

Our theoretical model can also be used to explain the "excess sensitivity"

of aggregate consumption to labour income, even in a world without liquidity

constraints or myopia. We estímate an equation similar to that recently proposed

by Campbell and Mankiw (1987) and obtain mixed results.

While our empirical estimates must be taken with some caution, we hope to

have proved that the investigation of pseudo panel data based on Expenditure

Survey can give considerable insíghts on consumption behaviour and dominates the

use of aggregate National Account data.
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t oduction

The relation between consumption growth and the interest rate has recently

been the object of renewed interest.3 It has been argued that regressing

consumption growth on the interest rate, provided that simultaneity problems are

properly allowed for, one should obtain an estimate of the elasticity of

intertemporal substitution.Z A proper evaluation of such an elasticity is,

needless to say, extremely interesting and important for many theoretical and

policy problems. Nonetheless there is no agreement ín the profession about the

actual size of such a coefficient. Mankiw, Rotemberg and Summers (1985)

obtained a high estimate, while Hall (1988) claims that their result is biased

by the use of inappropriate instruments and that the coefficient is actually

very low.

In a previous paper (Attanasío and Weber, 1989) we obtained very different

results usíng aggregate consumption and average cohort data: the estimate of

the elasticity of intertemporal substitution based on aggregate data was much

lower than ttiat based on cohort data. In thís paper we try to explain this

difference, and argue that the use of aggregate national account data is

inappropriate. Thee are two basic reasons for this. On the one hand, the use

of aggregate consumption data involves the consideration of a sizeable

~ Sae, Cor inst.ance, Attana!:io ancl W~.ber (19R9), Hall (1988).

2 If one assumes that a representative agent maximizes expected utility,
and consumption growth and interest rates are jointly log-normal, then the
coefficient of a regression of consumption growth on the interest rate can be
interpreted either as the elasticíty of intertemporal substitution or as the
(reciprocal of) the coefficient of relative risk aversion. Under different and
more general approaches such a coefficient measures the elasticity of
intertemporal substitution. See Attanasio (1988a), Attanasio and Weber (1989),
Epstein and Zin (1987), Hall (1988).
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proportion of the population whích ís likely to be liquidity constrained. On

the other hand we argue that the Euler equations for each generation, because

ai encries end exlcs íuto and from the consumption pool, do not, in general,

ap,gregate.

The use of cohort data eliminates the latter problem and might allevíate

the former.

In the first part of the paper we present two simple overlapping

generation models which try to assess the direction and the síze of the bias

induced by entries into and exits from the consumption pool. I7e argue that such

a bias might be substantial.

In the second part we present some empirical evidence which confirms our

previous results: the use of aggregate data (either national account or average

survey data) gives us much lower estimates of the elasticity of inter[emporal

substitution. Particular care is devoted to the choice of appropriate

ínstruments for our processes. As Hall (1988) pointed out, time aggregation

would cause MA residuals which would make lagged one instruments invalid.

{.urthermore, working with rates of growth of average cohort data, would again

give, because of ineasurement error, MA residuals ( see Deaton, 1985). This

second source of residual autocorrelation seems to prevail in our results.

To investigate the relative ímportance of our two explanations of a lower

estimate of intertemporal substitution with aggregate data, we also investigate

what are the effects of adding to our "base" cohort younger people (which are

more likely to be subject to liquidity constraints) and what are the effects of

using age -band data from the survey we used to get the cohort data. In a

recent paper Campbell and Mankiw (1987) test for the excess sensitivity of

consumption to iricome by adding iiicome variable to the regression of consumption
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on the interest ra[e. We perform the same test for our cohort data.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present two

overlapping generation models and some simulations of their dynamic behavíor.

In Section 3 we discuss the data and the econometric techniques used on the

paper . In Section 4 we present the empirical results. Section 5 concludes the

paper. In the appendix we derive the variance covariance ratio of the IV

estimator díscussed in section 3 of the paper.
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2. Cohort and Aggregate Consumvtion in an Werlapping Generatíon Framework.

2.1 A Two-Pe.riod Mode1.3

Consider an economy populated of overlapping generations of L identical

individuals who live for two periods.` In the first period of their life they

inelastically supply their labour endowment, and are paid the current wage. In

the second period they retire and live off what they saved in the first period.

The capital stock, which is used with labour by a constant return to scale

production function, is the only way of transferring resources to the future.

Such a capital stock is assumed to depreciate completely in the production

process. This assumption is not necessary in the two period model, but it will

be in the three period one.

The individuals are assumed to maximize expected utilíty; the

instantnneous utilíty functíon is logarithmic. Therefore at time t an

individual of age 1 will face the following problem:

(1) Max log c~ i pE~ log c~,l

subject to:

(z) CL } SL ~ wt

3 The model presented here is basically Diamond (1965) model without
government bonds and with a particular type of uncertaínty. The result we derive
is similar to the one obtained by Blanchard (1985) in a model where the only
source of uncerrainty is the timing of death.

` The two period model and the three period model below could be easily
f,cneralized to allow for population growth. We do not do it here for nutational
simplicity.
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and

(3) si. (ltrcat) -

where c~ is consumption of individuals of age i at time t, sL is the saving

of the young at tíme t, and wc and re are the wage and the interest rate

respectively.

The only uncertainty in this economy comes from productíon. Output, whích

under perfect competition ís dístributed to the factors of production according

to their marginal productivity, is given by a CES production function wíth a

multiplicative, Hicks- neutral,productivity shock, whose log is a random walk.

Technical progress is deterministic and Harrod- neutral.5

Let YL be output at time t, Lc the number of workers and Kc the

~apital stock. Aggregate production is :

(4) Yc ' Zc ~o K P t(1-a)(gcLc) q-1~P

where gt is labour augmenting technical progress. If we express equatíon
(4) in efficiency unity terms we have:

(5) Yc ` Zclo k-o t(1-a)1-i~P

5 This specification might seein a bit clumsy. Harrod neutrality of
technical progress is assumed to guarantee the exístence of a well defined
steady state. On the other hand the stochastic component of productivity has to
be llicks neutral to ensure the existence of a closed form solution for
consumption. With such a specífication, however, total factor productivity (as
measured for example by Solow residuals) follows a random walk with drift.
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where y~Yc~Lcgc and ktKc~I-cgc.

It is well known that with these restríctive assumptions on tastes and

technology it is possible to derive the closed form solution for consumption.

It ís also well known tha[ wíth a Cobb-Douglas productíon functíon the

individunl Euler equations aggregate perfectly. In this case the use of

aggregate consumption data would not bias inferences on the elasticity of

intertemporal substitution.

In general the Euler equation holds for half the populatíon: the cohort

índividuals who are aged 2 at ttl and were therefore aged 1 at t. With a

Cobb Douglas production function technical progress is fully neutral and will

be equally shared among factors of production. This implies that the ratío of

consumption of the new entrants ínto the consumption pool to that of the

individuals who died at t behaves as consumption growth over the life cycle

of the generatíon alíve at time t and ttl: with obvíous notation, c1c.i~c2c

- cZC.l~clc. The Euler equation wíll therefore hold for aggregate consu~nption.

However, as soon as we relax the assumption of unity elasticity between capital

and labour in the production function, this will no longer be true.

The closed form for consumption that can be derived from equation (1) to

(3) is the following:

1
(6) ci ~ --- wcltp

A
(~) ci ~ --- wc-iíltrc)

lt~



where wc ls [hi. wnge rnte and re Is thr inturest rate. No[e that from (6)

and (7) it follows that the Euler equation cZC.t~clc -)9(ltrt~l) will hold

exactly.

From the first order conditíon for profit maximization we know that:

8YL
(8) wc~Bc - --- - ( 1-a)Zc p Yclip

ai.~,

(9) ltrc - a zc-p ycl'P~ktl'P

From this it follows that:

cL.1 1 ( 1-a) Yc,l Zc.1
(1~) ----- - ----- ----- (----)"p(---)-p kcp

c2t lt~ a ye Ze

1-a (lf~)2
- (ltrc,i)(kcitkc)p (---)2 ----

a p

If we defíne aggregate consumption as the geometric mean of clc and cZC we

have that

1
(11) ~ log cc,l s constant t log (ltrc~l~ t- p (log ( kc,l) t log (kc)]

2

For p- 0, in which case the GES reduces to the Cobb-Douglas, equation

(11) shows that the Euler equation holds in the aggregate. However if p ~ 0

(capítal and labour are worse substitute than in the Cobb Douglas case) there

will be a downward bias in the estimation of the elasticity of íntertemporal
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substitution, if aggregate data i s used.

Equation (11) is a deterministic equation which holds with no error. The

reason for this lies in the particular assumption on uncertainty which was made
to obtain a closed form solution for consumptíon. However it can stíll be

interpreted as a regression equation with the variance of the residuals equal
to zero.

In general, to evaluate the bias deriving from the use of aggregate data,
one should project aggregate consumption growth on the interest rate. In this

case, with a zero variance residual, this is equivalent to evaluating the

derívative of consumption growth with respect to the interest rateb. This can be

done using equations (8) and (9).

a0 log cc,l 1 a log Yc,l -1
-------------- - 1 t - v(I(ltv)'(---------- - 1)1
a log ( lfrt,l) 2 a log kttl

(12)

a log yt a log ycal

- [(1tv)Z --------- (1 - ----------)1-11

a log kc a log kcfi

e Another way of seeing the same problem is as an omítted variable prublem.ln a more general settíng one would look at population correlations, in thiscase, the analysis of the derivative is legitimate.
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81og yt,7~81og k~.l, is the share of capital in value added and is therefore

less than uníty. Hence ttie bias is unambiguously negatíve.

The elasticity of aggregate consumption to the interest rate will be

further away from unity the higher is p.

This shows that the bias introduced by consídering aggregate consumption

data to estimate the elastícity of intertemporal substitution from an Euler

equation, can be substantial. In the economy we have been consídering, entries

and exits into and from the consumption pool account for half the population.

Furthermore, the new entrants have access to higher lifetíme resources because

of productivity growth. Aggregation fails even in this two period model because

technical progress is not neutral when the productíon function is not a Cobb

Douglas.

Already implicit in this argument there is a possible objection, in defense

of aggregate data: if one uses, as we do, quarterly data, one should consider

an overlapping generation model with 160-200 periods. Therefore the entrants

wíl] r,cenunt fur a much smnLlc:r proportian of the popula[[on. There are several

answers to this argument. We have already noticed that the bias from using

aggregate data will be higher, the higher is p, i.e., the less substitutability

there is between labour and capital. As a first approximation it seems safe to

say that, on a quarterly basis, capital and labour are not very good substitutes

and surely less so than on a 10 years basis. It has also to be said that with

more than one period even with log utility, the effects of the interest rate on

the level of consumption are much more complex than in the two period model, so

that it is not clear that the bias in equation (11) will simply be proportíonal

to p~160 instead of p~2 . Finally, the most convíncing argument about the

importance of entries and exits for the aggregate relationship between
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consumption growth and the interest rate is the one made by Modigliani and

Nrumherg (19:i4) and stressed by Deaton (1987). Consider an overlappíng

generations economy and assume that each generatíon líves a large number of

periods. Consider a stationary steady state for such an economy, so that

aggregate consumption does not grow. Suppose also that , in the steady state,

the ínterest rate is greater than the discount rate. This will imply that

índividual consumption will be growing over the life cycle. If we consider two

stationary steady states with two different interest rates, we will observe a

different rate of growth of indivídual consumptíon , and still , at the aggregate

level, we will not be able to detect any relation between consumption growth

and the interest rate. The model above and the one that follows can be

interpreted as formalizatíons and generalizations of the this intuitíon, and
as ways to evaluate the bias índuced in the estimation of the elasticity of
intertemporal substitution by the consideration of aggregate data as opposite
to cohort data.

To investigate the effects of richer dynamíc structures we now analyze

a three period model.

2.2 Three Period Model

We now consider overlapping generations of L identícal individuals who

líve 3 periods: they work in the first two and retire in the third. AL1 the

assumptions about tastes, technology, productivity growth are the same as in the
two períod model. Nonetheless the solution of the model becomes much more
problematic. It will be necessary to assume full depreciation of the capítal
stock to be able to obtaín a sort of closed form solution for consumption.

The consumer problem is solved backward starting with the last period.
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In the third períod of his life the choice is trivial: he will consume what his

savíngs yield. In the second period of his life, given what he saved in the

first period, he has to decide how much to consume. The problem is very simílar

to that of the two períod model, with the dífference that he will receive not

oiily labour income, but also capítal íncome. The solutíon for consumption is

however straightforward and it wíll be given by:

1
(13) ciyi - --- ((wc-ci)(ltrc.i) t we.i)

Given equation (13), if we go back to period one we will have the following

maximíza[ion problem as of time t:

(14) Max Ec log (c~) t~ log (c~~l) t~z log (c~,l )

subject to equation (13) and to:

~
(15) cirz' --- ~(wc-c~)(lfrt.i) t wc.i](ltrc,2)

substituting (13) and (15) into (14) we get:

Max log (c~) t pEcllog ~(wc'c~)(ltrc,i) t wc.lj t

t(1 log ~(wctci)(lfrt.i) t wc.i~ t p log (ltrc,l) t

P
t Q log (---) t log (lt~)1

lt~
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Taking the derivative of (16) with respect to clt yields:

1 1
(17) -- f EL l(~t92) --------------)

~`'cn
ci wc-c~t ------

ltrt,l

W~il and re,l are two random variable whose distribution is, in general,
unknown. However, the ratio wttl~(ltrtrl) í s not a random variable. From

first order condition for profít maximízation i t can be proved that~

wt.l 1-a
(1H) ------ ~ k---- ~.1

lfr~rl a

the

kc,l is a variable known at time t because is completely determined by the

saving decisions taken at time t. We can therefore eliminate the expectation

operator from equation (17) and write the following expression for consumption

in the fírst period.

1 wc,l
(1~) c~ a ------ ( w~ t ------)

lt(3t~2 ltrctl

~ It is here that the assumption of full depreciation of capital plays animportant role. Without i t the ratio wctl~(ltrt.i) would still be a randomvariable and it would be impossible to elímínate the expectation and obtain aclosed form solution for consumption. An implicit assumption used here as wellas ín the previous model, i s that indivíduals are price takers in the capitalmarket: they consider their saving decisíons as having negligible effect on theinterest rate (and the wage rate).
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Note that, even though we still have a logarithmic utility function, consumption

(unlike in equation (6)) does depend on future interest rate because people work

for two periods. Equation (19) is not strictly speaking a closed form solution

because kctl will depend (in a non-linear fashion) upon ci (and on ci).

However such an expression is sufficient to study the bias implied by the use

of aggregate data.

It ís easily checked that equations (13), (15) and (19) satisfy the

followíng Euler equation.

-1 i-2
(20) EcI(ctti-l~Ct) II (ltrc.i,~)Q'-11 - 1 ~ i- 2~3

nm0

The model is then completed by the following identities:

1
(21) -(ci t c~ t ci) - wc t rekc -(kc.i-kc)

2

1
(22) - (kL t k~) - kc

2

Equation (21) is the national account identity. kz and k3 represent the

capítal stock held by an individual of age 2 and 3 respectívely. The left hand

side is multiplied by 1~2 because consumption ís expressed in per capita terms,

while k is expressed in per worker terms and there are 2L workers and only

L individuals in each cohort. Capital accumulation is governed by the

following equations:

z i
(23) kc - wc-i - cc-i
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(24) ki. - wc-i - ci-i t (ltrc-1)kzt-1

It is easy to show that, once again, the Euler equation does not hold in the

aggregate because clctl~c3t is not equal to c3c,l~czt or to czt~l~clt. However

the bías ís this time much more difficult to evaluate because of the extra

in[erest rate effects present ín consumptíon.

To assess the magnitude of the bias and compare it to the one in the two

period model, we simulated the two models with some plausible values for the

parameters in the production function and the discount rate ~e. We started the

simulacions from [he steady state and generated a vector of 100 random shocks

Z such that log(ZL) - log(Zc.~) f ec, wíth e distributed as a normal

variable with variance oZ. gc is assumed to grow at a rate p. It can be easíly

shown that our production function implies that total factor productivíty evolves

as a random walk with drift, where the drift term is y.

In the two period model we could solve for all the relevant variables

analytically, while ín the three period model we had to use a numerícal method

to solve equation (19) to get an expression for consumption of people aged 1 in

each period.

e A surprising feature of these OG models with a produc[ion function less
elastic than the Cobb Douglas is that for many plausíble values of the
parameters, no steady state (other than the trivial one with everythíng equal
to zero) exists. In general the lower the elasticity of substitution between
capítal and labour and the higher o(the parameter which governs the share of
capital) the less likely is the steady s[ate to exist. In the two period case,
for an elasticity of substitution between capital and labour of 0.5, values of
a greater than .1 prevent the existence of the steady state. In the three
períod model the situation ís better which seems to indicate [hat tlie more
periods one considers the more likely is the steady state equilibrium to exist.
See Attanasio (1988b).
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tlaving generated all the data, we 'estimated' the elastícity of

intertemporal substitution in the two models using aggregate consumption data

projecting aggregate consumption growth on the interest rate. We repeated this

procedure 150 times.

The results of this exercise are reported in table 1. The first panel

reports the average estimate of the elasticíty of intertemporal substitution

obtained definíng aggregate per capíta consumption as the arithmetic mean of

consumption across cohorts, while in the second panel it is defined as the

geometric mean. For the two period model we report the results obtained with

an average productivity growth of 20X. The bias is an increasing functíon of

average productivity growth: larger productivity growth implfes a larger

difference between the life time resources of new entrants and the people who

die in the previous period. For the three period model we report the results

with average productivity growth of 13.3X . The standard devíation of the

productivity shock is such that iCS coefficient of variation on an annual basis

is equal to one9.

The justification for the lower productivity growth in the three-period

is the fact that going from two to three periods we narrow the length of each

period: 20X is the growth per period which would correspond to 13.3X if the

period was 3~2 longer. These figures are quite conservative : if we think of a

life cycle of SO years, a rate of productivity growth of 2X per year would imply

a drift of SOX in the two period model and of 33X ín the three períod one .

9 The standard deviation for the random variable z has been calibrated
looking at the standard error of the Solow residuals for value added in the UK
for the period 1952-1984.
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The first thing to note is the size of the bias ín both models. As

expected the bías in the three períod model ís smaller than in the two period

one. However it is larger than two thirds of the bias in the two period model.

Furthermore, we did not decrease the elasticity of substitution between labour

and capítal going from two to three periods. Thís will reinforce the size of

the bias.

From this experiment it can be concluded that aggregation can represent

an impoztant source of bias in the estimation of the elasticity of intertemporal

substitution. In the next section we investigate this propositíon empirically

estimating this parameter both on cohort data and on data aggregated over

different cohorts.
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3 Data and estimation issues.

In our empirical application we have used British data drawn from the

National Accounts (CSO Data Bank) and from the Family Expenditure Survey. While

the first source is commonly employed in applied macro-economic work the latter

has been employed mainly by micro-researchers, thus deservíng some illustration.

The British Family Expenditure Survey is run every year on a randomly

selected sample of around 7,000 households. The original sampling desígn covers

about 10,000 households, hence little less than a third of the households faíls

to respond. Non-response includes cases where the interviewer failed to make

contact, cases where at least one adult member refused to answer a question or

to fill in his~her diary and cases where the quality of the information given

was very poor (inconsistent answers). It sliould be stressed that participation

in the survey is voluntary and no replacement takes place if the interviewer

fails to make contact.

The British FES has been extensively studied and used by economists in the

past. Atkinson and Micklewright (1983), e.g., thoroughly addressed the issue of

y,rossing up income data from the FES, and reached the conclusion that the only

types of income where under-reporting is substantial are investment and

self-employment income. On consumption data, under-reporting is noticeable only

on alcohol, a relatively small item. F.xpenditure on other items is thoughC to

be accurately recorded, thanks to the careful sampling desígn. Each household

is in fact interviewed twice and is asked to produce the latest gas, electrícity

and telephone bills, records of rent paíd, of lumpy purchases and of any

credit-financed expenditure. On top of answeríng questions on work-related
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matters and on expenditure on durable goods, each adult household member fills

in a detaíled diary over a two-weeks period.

In our applícation we use fifteen years (1970-84) of FES data to construct

quarterly series on consumption, income and prlces. For each household we take

total expendíture on non durable goods and services ( exclusive of housing

services), net household income (inclusive of earnings, self-employment income,

pensíons, social security ; exclusive of ínvestment lncome and imputed rent from

owner occupation) and a household specific Stone price index based on the same

eight broad groups of commodities included in the consumption measure and on

their published retail price indíces . We then take geometric means of each

variable over each quarter and construct the following pseudo-aggregate data:

1) average cohort data, where the cohort includes all those households whose head

was born in the 1930-40 ínterval;

2,3) two average age-band datalo, where the age bands include all households

whose head's age is 35-SO in the first case and 30-55 in the second case;

4) average FES data, including all participant households.
For consistency with aggregate National Accounting data we also produce

average FES data by taking simple arithmetíc means. Both consumption and íncome
variables are expressed in per-capita terms, where the denominator is the total
number of household members, í.e. ít íncludes both adults and chíldren.

1'he aggregate data we use is as close as possible to the survey data

available. In particular, we take consumers' expenditure over the same set of

commodíties and use personal disposable income as consumption and íncome

lo The average age band data are constructed taking, for each (time)
observation , every household in the cohort whose age ís included i ii the age
band. Entries and exics will therefore be proportionally more important when the
age band is narrower.
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variables, respectively. The price index we adopt is the appropriate ímplicit

deflator; we also experimented with an RPI-based index and found no substantial

differences.

As for asset returns data, we have chosen to operate with Building Societies

Deposits. This type of interest-bearing deposít is particularly attractive on

a number of grounds. First of all, it was the most commonly held asset over the

sample period (over SOX of FES respondents quoted interest íncome of this type).

Secondly, the quoted interest rate is net of tax for standard rate tax-payers

(the great majority of households). Thirdly, it is an asset where negative

holdings are common, in the form of mortgages: tax-exemption rules ímply that

for many households after-tax lending and borrowing rates are very close to each

other (in 1984 the ínterest paid on the first 30,000 pounds of most mortgages

was tax-deductible. Typically, only young households would have a larger

ou[standing mortgage.).

The equation we estimated Eor the above mentioned data sets is the

following:

(25) log(c~,l~c~) - constant t olog(lfr~tl) t ec,l

This equation can be derived, assuming joint conditional lognormality of

consumption growth and the real interest rate, from the Euler equation for

consumption. The parameter a should be interpreted, as Hall (1988) convincingly

argues , as the elasticity of intertemporal substitutionll

An econometríc issue is worth discussíng. No matter how good the quality

of the data used, individual households data are likely to be affected by

measurement error. Aggregate data are the result of averaging over a very large

11 Under expected utility and time separability o is also equal to Che
reciprocal of the coefficient of relative risk aversion.
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number of households and measurement error is likely to disappear. In average

survey data measurement error is likely to persist, unless the number of included

households is very Large12. However, some information on its structure and size

is available. In equation (25) the disturbance ~al will be the sum of the

expectational error (which is either white noise or an MA(1) with posítive

coefficient, Hall, 1988) and of the measurement errors of consumption growth and

the inflation rate13 , which are MA(1) processes with negative unitary

coefficient. The sum of two MA(1) processes (or of an MA(1) and a white noise)

is still an MA(1). Because the two original MA(1) -the one oríginated by the

measurement error and the one originated by time aggregation- have coefficients

of opposite sign, the fírst order autocorrelation of the resultíng MA can be of

either sígn, depending on the relative variances of the origínal processes. Our

data seems to indicate negative first order autocorrelation, thus suggesting that

measurement error is more important than time aggregatíon in this data set.

Given the presence of MA resíduals the use of instruments dated t-1 is

ínvalid, but instruments lagged 2 and more will yield a consistent estimator.

liowever, given the linearity of equation (25), Che sample ínformation on within

cohort variances and covariances of the various variables, can be used to

implement a more efficient estimation technique, as suggested by Deaton (1985).

12 The implicit assumptíon here , and ín the díscussion that follows, is
that measurement error ( or the idiosyncratic component of household consumption)
is independently dístributed across households. This is an identifying
restriction which cannot be tested in the present framework.

13Besides consumption growth the real interest rate (and all the instruments
used below) is also affected by measurement error. This is because the priceindex used to compute the inflation rate is an average of household specific
price indexes. Measurement error seems to be particularly important for reported
labour income.
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One can show that ín the case in hand the IV estimator requires the selection

of instruments lagged 2 or more and involves simple reweighting of the projection

matrix so as to give more weight to the instruments less affected by measurement

error. Given the amount of noise present in the data at [he household level,

taking into account measurement error explicitely can imply a considerable

efficiency gain. The computation of the varíance - covaríance matrix of such an

estimator requíres a further correction to account for the serlal correlation

in the disturbancel` . The derivatíons are presented in the Appendixls

14 The presence of MA resíduals does not affect the consistency of the
standard IV estimator (provided instruments dated t-2 are chosen), but the
estimates of the standard errors will be biased.

15 The corrections are made under the assumption that the variance-
covariance matrix of the measurement errors is known. This hypothesis is
relatively harmless given that such a matrix is estlmated using about 17,000
observations.
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4. Estimation results.

We have estimated an Euler equatíon for consumption for each of the data

sets discussed in section 3. The results are reported in table 2. We present both

estimates obtained using standard IV and those that correct for the presence of

measurement error. As already said, the IV estimates presented in this tabla are

derived usíng an instrument set including variables lagged 2 or more. The

instrument set included lagged values of consumption growth, the expost real

interest rate, growth in labour income and the inflatíon rate. The estimated

Euler equation allows explícitly for seasonality, along the lines proposed by

Miron (1986). The full set of estimates is available from the authors upon

request.

We start from aggregate data, where we can confirm our prevíous findings

of a rather low elasticity of íntertemporal substitution (EIS). The estimate

is well determined (0.34 ,t-value-3.6)16. Of course, no ínformatíon is available

on the measurement error for aggregate data.

In the second row of table 2 we report the estimates of the elasticity of

intertemporal substítution obtained using the data for the cohort of household

whose head was born between 1930 and 1940. We chose this particular cohort so

that we observe the behaviour of people whose age is between 30 and S5. If we

assume away migratíon (hardly a major feature of British society), entries and

16 This contrasts with our previous results of a poorly determined cstimatefor the aggregate data. The difference is accounted by the use of some extrainstruments : the rate of growth in labour income and the inflation rate.
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exíts should not affect average cohort consumption. Not only, this group of

households is on a stretch of their life-cycle where liquidity constraints are

least likely to be present (as suggested by simulation studíes, Davíes, 1981,

e.g., and by more direct empirical evidence, Weber, 1988; sea also Alesaíe,

Melenberg and Weber, 1988) and whece lhe probabLlicy of death is fairly

constant. Hence the EIS estímate derived from thLs data is our best guess of the

true parameter (this statement remains correct íf one believes that the dynastic

víew is correct).

The estimated EIS is considerably higher than the one obtained with

aggregate data : the measurement error corrected point estimate is 1.30, with

a t-value of 2.5. This result is consistent wíth the theoretical predictions of

section 2.~~'1'he Sargau test of overidentifying restrictions does not reject the

null hypothesís.

In the third row we analyze the possibility that our results are not a

consequence of using cohort as opposite to aggregate data , but a peculiarity

of the FES data set. This would be surprisíng, given that the CSO uses the FES

data (along with other information) to compute estimates of the National Account

data. The estimate of the EIS obtained using data from the whole FES is

remarkably close to that from the aggregate data (0.42, t-value 1.6 for standard

IV and 0.35, t-value 1.73 for measureinent error corrected IV). We also

experimented on the likely effects of takíng geometric, rather than arithmetic,

averages: the estimates on the whole of FES using the two different procedures

were almost identical (EIS-0.40, t-value 1.2).

In the fourth row we report the estimates obtained using consumption data

17 It is also remarkably similar to the estimates obtained by Blundell,
Browning and Meghir (1989) who adopt a micro-oriented approach.
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for people aged between 30 and 55 in each quarter. Entries and exits are

proportíonally more important in this data set, so that íf our theoretical

argwnents in section 2 are valid we should get an estimate lower than for the

whole FES18. This is indeed the case for the measurement error corrected IV: the

EIS is estimated at 0.29 (t-value 0.97).

As a further test of the importance of the weíght of entries and exits for

the bias in the estimate of the EIS we repeated the exercise just discussed for

the age-band 35-50. In this case the proportion of entries and exits is larger

tlian in the 30-55 case , so that we would expect a lower estimate. This is not

the case for the estimates reported in table 2. However, given the imprecision

of the estimates, this last experiment is not conclusive: the standard errors

are sufficiently large to make point estimates uninformative.

In a recent paper Campbell and Mankiw (1987) have proposed a test of the

hypothesís of liquidity constraints. They argue that if a conscant proportion

q of the population is Liquidity constrained and consumes its labour income,

while for the others the Euler equation holds, an IV regression of consumption

growth on the interest rate and the growth in labour income should reveal,

through the coefficient on this last varíable , the proportion of households

that are liquidity constrained. In section 2 we saw that aggregation can bring

about an artíficial correlation between íncome and consumption growth even in

the absence of liquidíty constraints: income growth could proxy for the growth

in life-time resources now available to the new en[rants in the consumption

pool. To test these hypotheses in table 3 we report the resul[s of an IV

le This argument does not consider the possibility that the whole FES datacontains consumption of people who are more líkely to be liquidity constraitied.
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regression of consumption growth on the interest rate and íncome growth. The

instruments used are the same as icc table 2. The results are mixed and of no easy

ínterpretatíon.

For average cohort data the standard IV technique yield results which

differ from those obtaíned by Campbell and Mankiw (1967) : the coefficient on

the interest rate remains close to unity (its point estimate is .82) , the

coefficient on labour income ís 0.5 (with a t-ratio of 2.4) . However , time

aggregation and small cohort size imply a serially correlnted error term .

Under these conditíons the IV estimator is inefficient and the reported standard

errors are incorrectly computed. When we correct our estimates for measurement

error and compute asymptotically unbiased standard errors, our results look

rather different. In particular the coefficient on labour income is large (1.02)

but statistically insignificant (t-value 1.4).

If we use the whole FES, ínstead, we fínd clear evídence of excess

sensitívity of consumptíon to income : the coefficient on the interest rate falls

toward zero, that on labour íncome growth is large and signifícant. The same is

true for the age-band data (particularly for the smaller band), indicating [hat

excess sensitivity generated by entries and exits can be substantial.

For aggregate data, the coefficíecct on the interest rate ís unaffected,

whíle the coefficient on labour income growth is 0.24 with a t-value of 1.81.

Thís estímate is lower than one might expect, especially gíven our findings on

whole FES data. Part of the difference may be accounted for by discrepancies

between the income definitfons in the two data sources, while part could be due

to special features of tlie FES sample (e.g. : elderly household are under-

represented).
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Conclusions.

In this paper we tríed to asses the size of the elasticity of intertemporal

substitution and to explain why very different results are obtained usíng

aggregate and micro data. In section 2 we proposed two overlapping generatíons

models wltich predict a downward bias in the estimatíon of the EIS using aggregate

data due to the presence of cohort effects and productívity growth.

These predictions have been confirmed by our empírical results, reported

ín sectíon 4. Our estimate of the EIS using average cohort data ís just above

unity and is reasonably well determined. The estimates we get using different

measures of aggregate data (either from National Account statistics or average

Survey data) are instead consistently lower.

Our theoretical model can also tte used to explain the "excess sensitivíty"

of aggregate consumption to labour income , even ín a world without liquídity

constraints or myopia. We estimated att equation similar to that recently proposed

hy Cainpbell and Mankiw (1987) and obtained mixed results.

While our empirical estimates must be taken with some caution, we hope to

have proved that the investigation of pseudo panel data based on Expenditure

Survey can gíve considerable insights on consumptíon behaviour and dominates the

use of aggregate Natíonal Account data.
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Table 1

Bías ín the estimate of the elasticity of intertemporal substitution in two
period and three period OG models.

Two Period Three Period

p- 0.2 a~0.063 y- 0.133 0~-0.052

geom. 0.0377 0.2431
(0.9623) (0.7569)

aritin. 0.0417 0.2421
(0.9583) (0.7579)

a-0.1
p-l.o
p - 1.0
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Table 2.

Estimates of the elasticity of íntertemporal
substitutlon (eis) from different data sets.

-------------------------------------------------------
eis Sb eis' S'~b

(t-value) (dof) (t-value) (dof)

Aggregate 0.3389 12.40
data` (0.0952) (11)

Average Cohort 1.3874 6.19 1.3002 5.59
Data : Aged (0.5577) (11) (0.5147) (11)
30-40 in 1970

Whole FES 0.4234 10.3 0.3514 10.3
data (0.2664) (11) (0.2026) (11)

Age Bandd 0.5281 11.3 0.2867 8.78
data: 30-55 (0.8036) (11) (0.2958) (11)

Age Bandd 0.6547 8.94 0.5722 11.40
data: 35-50 (0.4367) (11) 0.3021 (11)

-------------------------------------------------------
Notes to table 2: a) Estimates corrected for measurement
error.
b) S is the Sargan test for overídentifying restrictions.
c) Aggregate data are taken from the National Account
Statistics.
d) The 'Age Band' data is constructed taking, for every
quarter, average per capita consumption of all the
household whose head has an age included in the age band
specíCied.
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Table 3

Test of Excess Sensitivitv to Current Labour Income

(1) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6)

Aggregate 0.316 0.245 9.45
Data (0.15) (0.14)

Average 0.822 0.500 6.1 0.540 1.016 4.0Cohort Data: (0.46) (0.20) (0.54) (0.73)Aged 30-40
in 1970

iJhole FES 0.170 0.735 8.8 0.011 0.845 7.8Data (0.24) (0.30) (0.22) (0.31)

Age Band 0.069 0.785 8.6 0.028 0.498 10.6
Data: 30-55 (0.37) (0.29) (0.57) (0.42)

Age Band 0.268 0.491 8.2 0.200 O.S55 9.9Data: 3S-SO (0.39) (.21) (0.29) (0.27)

Notes to Table 3:
Columns (1), (2) and (3) contain standard IV estímates, while (4), (5) and
(6) contain measurement-error-correcced estimates. Column (1) and (4)
report the estimate for the coeffícient on the interest rate, (2) and (S)
the coefficient on labour income growth, and (3) and (6) the Sargan test of
ovezidentifying restrictions (which is distributed as a chi-sauared wtrh Ln
uegeens oï freedom. The same notes as in Table 2 apply.
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(~poendix

Tha IV estimacor used - in sectíon 3-and its variance-co~ariance
matrix- - - - -

The motivation of the estimacor used in asction 3 and the derivation of

its variance covariance macrix follovs cloaely Deaton (1985).

The algebra is complícated by the fact that we have at the same tlme a
modal in first differences and the use of instrumantal variables.

Let us aasume that the measurement error model for the level of the

variables is the following:

~

xt - N xL a Sf yt ~ f yt~ o00 `~ l (1)

Our theoretical model wíll be given by the following equation:

nyt - nxip t ~t (z)

Hars yt !s the (unobservable) cohort mean of ( log) consumpcion.

Gxt ís the real rate of interest. This varlable will be affected
by measurement error because the príce index used to compute the inflation
rate is household specific and i s then averaged ovec the households in the
cohort.

Given ( 1), the observabla ~yt, ~xt variabla will be linked to the
unobsarvable "starrad" variables by the following model

f óXC ~- f ó~t l} f ~2~ l (3)

where vC - uC - ut-1, vt - ut ' ut-1
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and
-~ut - yt - yt' ut -xC - xC

In general we know that ~xt wi11 be correlated wich ct so that an

instrumental variable technique is in order. ~t is not necassaríly a whice

noise process: problems like cime aggregation could make Lt into an MA(1),

Equations (2) and (3) with the addition of an equatíon that gives the

relation between ~x~ and the instruments to be used, can be described by

the following statistical model.

E(mnxoy) - n~ t 2~o t os

E(M~x~w) - sR

E(m~w~y) - Rlx'0

E(MGwOw) - R1 t 2E.~

E(m~yDy) - Q'R1Q t 20~~ t oÉ t 2~'os

(4)

(5)

(6)

(8)

Here os i s the covariance between ~x~ and e. R is the matrix of
second moments of is vector of instruments, affected by

measurement error, whose unobservable component w'}t is related to the

variables to be instrumented through relacion (S). F~,~ is the varLance

covariance matríx for the measurement error in the vector of instruments

wt. The measurement error in the inscruments is assumed to be uncorrelated

with the measurement error in the x's and y's. This assumption, which

enormously simplifies che derivation below, is complecely harmless in our

application, given thac we use inscruments dated t-2.

Following standard argumencs for the derivacion of the IV estimator we

have that
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(9) BIV ~ ~HGxnw(M~wGw'2Sw)-1H'~xGw~ 1MGxAw(HAwGw-2Ev)-1MCw0y

hence

(10) ~IV-9 ~ (EAxOwnllEGxAw)-1~M~xGw(HGw~w'2~,r)-1(mGwGy-MCxOw~)]

t R t Op(T-1)

whera R 1s a non-scochastic term.

Wa therafore need to determine

TV(mAwGy-M~xGw~) ~ TV(~w'u)

where u is the equacion error whích involves both c and the measurnment
error. u will be an HA(1).

Let us dsnote the first differences in the instrumsnts as G; G- Aw.
T T

1 1 ,tDefine B1 - - (Sit)ut ~ - (8it } Yit)utT t-1 T t-1

As already said vit is uncorrelated with the measurement error in the y's

and x'a. It is also uncorrelated with et.

1
E(BLBj) - T2 E ~ E ~( 8;t } ~ic)(81s t ~is)utus)
1
TZ E~C ~ git gjs utus t"it ut gi s us } ~it~js utus

~
} gut ~js utusl

The g~'s are assumed to ba non-stochastic; hence the second and fourth
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term in che formula above are third moments of normally discribuced, zero

mean variables. They are therefore equal to zero.

Both the u's and the v's are first order MA's. Hence:

1
E(BiBj) - T(E(8it 8~t ut2) t E(8ít Bjc-1 ututtl)

t E(8~t 8i,t-1 ut uttl) t E(vit vjtut2) t 2E(~itt1 ~jc uttl ut)~

Now, let o2u denote the variance of u, and let oul be the covariance
becween ut and ut-1~

Then

(11) E(Sit Sjt ut) - Si gJ a2u

(12) E(Sit Sjttl ut uttl) - wij ou1

(13) E(g~t gíttl ututtl) - wij vul

The last two terms are fourth-momencs of a 4-variable normal:

~2 n n~t ~u ~ul ~ ~

uttl - N 0; oul ou 0 0

2.vlt 0 0 owi owij
vjt o 0 owij oWj

Now E(xlx2x3x4) - 023 014 t o31024 t o12034

hence

(14) E(vit ~jt ut2) ~ owij ' ou - 2(Ew)ij ou
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(15) 2 E(~ittl ~jt uttl ut) - Z~E(~ittl~jt) ' oul~ --2(ïw)ij ' oul

Hence

1 1 1
Var (B) - - G~'G~ ou t oul (- C~' G~.1 t- G~-1 G~') f 2 Fvs(c2u'cul)

T T T

1 1 1
- I(- G'G) t Oul(- G'G.Lt - GG'-1)~ou

T T T

and

T vaz (~1-9) - (ï~x~wnl-LïAxGw) 1(H~xGw(MGw~w-2Ew)-1 . var(B)

' (MGwGw - Zïur)-1 KÓ:cGw)(EGx~w ~11ïGxGw)-1
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